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About This Game

20 years after the original game’s launch, Conrad is enlisted back to active service for the triumphant return of one of the
most acclaimed franchises in gaming history.

It’s not a reboot. It’s Flashback re-imagined. The original Core-Team revamped their own creation, leveraging the best of
today’s technology while remaining true to the classic side-scroller that set the standards of the genre in the 90’s.

Key Features

One of the best adventure-action games ever created re-imagined by its creators. It’s the same team. It’s the same passion.
Only this time, they have had much more firepower at their disposal to recreate the legendary classic!

Gorgeous graphics, amazing animations. It’s the Flashback you’ve always dreamed of. True to the original spirit but made a
million times better by using modern engines such as Unreal and Havok. The makeover is completely stunning.

It’s all about Gameplay. The team modernized gameplay mechanics, making the game more reactive, offering new features,
like gadgets and an experience progression system. But the developers kept the original formula in mind: a fine balance between

rolling and shooting, exploring remote space stations and obliterating hostile alien planets.

Bringing back new memories. The story was revamped to speak to 21st century gamers. Most of the cast of the original game
is still here – Conrad, the Morphs – but you can expect new characters and a few twists you’re definitely not going to forget…

this time.
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Please note that as of November 2017, the online features for this game are no longer supported. The Multiplayer mode / Co-op
mode will no longer be accessible.
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Title: Flashback
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Publisher:
Ubisoft
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP SP3 / Windows® Vista SP2 / Windows® 7 SP1

Processor: Core 2 Duo E4400 2.0GHz or Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 4200+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX® 9 / Radeon HD 2600XT or GeForce 7600 GS

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0-compliant sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Russian
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Though said to be in the early development stages, this games seems to be more complete than many others do in later versions.
Graphics are decent, physics are extremely well and you really need to plan with component weights. Just installed and started
the challenge mode, played for 14 stages and truly enjoyed it. Now on sale, just get it. Pretty amazing game, potential to be
addicting and get all the stars. You won´t be sorry for your money. Cannot wait till next game development stages.. Amnesia
without stealth but with guns, stupid monsters and lags.. Two things confused me with this game: First was the price, which was
higher than the previous two books. Second, was the detective-like elements of the first part of the game. I was genuinely
concerned that I may have made a mistake by purchasing this game. That it was deviating from what I've come to expect from
Samurai of Hyuga, while also punching the price up. However, I am glad to say that this was a great entry. It is both longer and
more complex than the previous two games, while being just as fun to play. It is well worth the higher price.. Aside from an
anvilicious debate towards the middle that felt like it came out of nowhere, this is a strong follow up to The Prodigy. Flush with
your successes from the previous game, you take part in a reality tv show to form America's next great Supers Team. Much like
Slammed, this game has betrayal, scandal, fame, and public opinion as major themes.

The twists towards the latter half were interesting as well. It's also the first and only of the three that I faced a game-over in.. I
really rate the steam link! Easy to setup and use and only really slightly limited by its 1080p streaming limit (who games in
1080p nonadays! :P). I was looking forward to the steam link 2 which now seems to have been shelfed, if it ever really was a
thing. Haven't tried the raspberry pi app yet but from specs and reviews seems to be worst than this great little device. So now
looks like anyone wanting to stream will have to look towards more expensive 3rd party alternatives.. An extremely charming,
but demanding puzzle game. There are multiple ways to complete several levels, each way offering different challenges to
overcome. It's not a very long game, but there's enough exploration to keep you busy for a while. The aesthetics, graphics, and
abilities all work perfectly together.
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Cloning Clyde is an enjoyable puzzle action platformer with native controller support. The puzzles themselves vary in difficulty
and all revolve around your ability to clone yourself and use your clones to manipulate certain puzzles on the gamefield. My only
minor gripe about the game is the fairly low resolution graphics which on a widescreen monitor when stretched to fullscreen
result in a lot of jagged edges on the screen. The music is sparse and limited to flourishes and the intro screen, but I would still
recommend this game to puzzle lovers who want a little bit of arcade action. Platform arcade enthusiasts though may find the
actual twitch aspect of the game lacking, and the enemies are really only their to delay the completing of the puzzles rather than
representing a serious threat. All in all it's a competent game though, and worth recommending to most Steam gamers.. I loved
Gradius and R-Type and this game, if you enjoyed those you will enjoy this. Has 4 player co-op, a neat upgrade system. The
game can be tough and sometimes very frustrating due to how often you will die. For example, I died over 40 times on one level
which was kind of annoying. I would not buy it for the asking price, I would wait for it to go on sale, otherwise it's a good game
to play to pass some time.. Very enjoyable game. The trailer doesn't convey how chaotic things can get when you've got
numerous enemies flying around and hurling projectiles while you juggle fighting back with fleeing into one of their bodies.
The game manages to always feel fair, though, no matter how out of control things seem to be. When I finally got taken down, I
always felt like it was due to mistakes made on my part. More play will improve my game, and I'm looking forward to it!.
Amazing lil game with a great soundtrack. So satisfying to roll up everything in the world. Would not pay more than 10-15 for
this though as it is very short.. Cool and cold (way down in the depths) game. Reminds me a little of the old warhammer series
with building units and upgrading them but underwater. More focus on the units than building base. The setting is really
different for once. Hope they elaborte on the background story when they move out of Beta. One needs to really play the
tutorial to understand how it differs from other comparable games, clearly designed to play it competitively and social
functionalites work well. Easy to link up with other players and set up matches. Really like it, but guess will have to invest a few
more hours before getting good at it ;-). this is fun!
an on-the-rails shooter with gun and shield
still needs some fine tuning, but for 4$ its well worth it id say! :). A fresh take on the match 3 formula; while some areas of the
game can be rough around the edges, there are plenty of novel elements in Ember Strike. Im interested to see how the game will
progress in the future, but so far the game is tremendous fun already.
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